To,

1. The Vice-Chancellors of all the Universities imparting Legal Education

2. The Registrars of all the Universities imparting Legal Education

3. The Principals/The Deans of all the Centre of Legal Education/Law Institutions

Sub. : Translated version of affiliation order of the University.

Sir/Ma’am,

The Legal Education Committee of the Bar Council of India considered the matter regarding translated version of affiliation order of the University and resolved as follows:

It is found that repeatedly the various Universities/affiliated Colleges are annexing documents apart from English. It is important any document, which is not in English should be translated in English with the stamp of the concerned authority, Principal/Dean, Registrar, Vice-Chancellor, Director for treating it as official translation by the concerned authorities. In future, unless this is done, the said document/item may not be read or placed in the agenda as other members of team are not well conversant/are unable to read/ and or do not know that language well. It is difficult to appreciate the point raised therein in the above narrated circumstances.

In view of the above, you are requested to comply with the above said resolution.

Yours Sincerely,

(Srimanto Sen)
Secretary